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An innovative,
end-to-end
editorial and
digital asset
management
system that
covers all areas of
news aggregation,
event planning
and workflows
along with cross
channel
multimedia news
distribution

A fully integrated and user-friendly environment that caters all
agency needs from planning, creating, gathering, verifying and selecting news, to editing, producing, archiving and distributing.

A comprehensive and secure cloud based
environment for the storage, management,
creation and delivery of news
Newsasset Agency Edition will help you transform the way you
plan, collect, verify, create, archive, distribute and sell huge volumes of news. As an industry oriented solution, it supports news
agencies to fully automate all their processes while offering powerful digital asset management tools that can help them monetize
their assets and boost profitability.

Aggregation
Collect content from multiple sources in real time.

Verification
Specialized tools to discover information in social networks, analyze
posts and validate user generated content.

Digital Asset Management
Safely storing and managing infinite amount of text, image, graphic,
audio, video files. Categorize content in thematic groups, file type etc
based on your business logic.

Event management & planning
Complete overview and management of upcoming Events and
planned news production, including their commercial exploitation.

Editorial workflow – Integrated newsroom
Plan, retrieve, edit or create new content, archive and distribute it via
the desired channels.

Newspapers
Magazines & TV

Web

Social
Media

RSS &
Podcasting

Satelite

Subscribers & Services management
Create, manage and administer all subscribers and available services to increase revenues.

Distribution
Simultaneously deliver content to target audiences or clients via
all appropriate channels.

Extreme levels of simplicity for all users

System access via standard web browser
Easily generated dynamic reports and statistics per user, role
or business unit
Multilingual UI

Increased security in all levels

Safe electronic environment to store huge volumes of data
Role-based user access control
Secure customer login for access to subscription services

FTP

Email &
newsletters

E-readers &
digital publications

Digital
signage

Efficient and functional workflows for
managing internal processes
Newsasset Agency Edition adapts to the organization’ s explicit needs
and allows you to implement any type of workflow, while monitoring
the whole process in real time; from planning to final approval and up
to distributing different content versions depending on the selected audience (clients, etc) or distribution channel (form, email, social media, etc.).

A modern, cloud based software product
Based on the latest news industry standards and
mature technology platforms
No start up costs - Minimum capital investment, no
license fees
Fast deployment - Rapid implementation, easy
adaptation to agency’s workflow
Pay as you go feature
Unlimited scalability - Painless upgrades and updates,
no patches to download or install
Crash tested in demanding environments

About us
Newsasset LTD designs, develops and supports leading technology solutions for the
news industry globally. Newsasset Agency Edition, is a soﬅware platform exclusively
designed to cater all news agency’s needs, from planning process, aggregating and
selecting (verifying and grouping), to producing, archiving and distributing
news content to its subscribers. Important organizations have entrusted newsasset
Agency Edition, incl. the news agencies of Greece (ANA/MPA), Tunisia (TAP), Russia,
Portugal (LUSA) and Poland (PAP). Newsasset Agency incorporates specialized tools
that support journalists in verifying content residing in social networks, co-developed
with Deutsche Welle (Germany).

Contact us
United Kingdom: 88 Kingsway str. , WC2B 6AA , London | info@newsasset.com
USA: 1968 S Coast Highway, #1047 , Laguna Beach, CA 92651 | infona@newsasset.com
Canada: 829 Norquest Rd, Suite 508, Kingston, ON K7P 2N3 | infona@newsasset.com
Belgium: ATC International, Avenue Louise 54, 1050 Brussels
Greece: ATC, 10, Rizariou str.,152 33 Halandri
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